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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRAL FILTERED, SIGNAL-AVERAGED 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM. Naomi F. Botkin, John Finkle, Rachel Lampert, and Craig 
A. McPherson. Section of Cardiology, Department of Internal Medicine, Yale University 
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT. 
The signal-averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG) is a technology commonly used 
to assess the risk of ventricular tachycardia (VT) after myocardial infarction (MI). Most 
published studies of the SAECG have used devices that employ Butterworth filters at a 
40 Hz high-pass filter setting. The present study analyzed tracings recorded by a spectral 
filtered SAECG device in 113 patients with known or suspected arrhythmias. The ability 
of this device to predict VT induction at electrophysiology study (EPS) was then 
examined in 39 patients with a history of MI. The SAECG was recorded at three high- 
pass filter settings (25, 40 and 80 Hz). Three parameters - total QRS duration (QRSd), 
low amplitude duration (LAD) and root mean square voltage of the terminal 40 pV of the 
QRS complex (V40) - were recorded at each filter setting. Two cardiac electrophysiolo¬ 
gists adjusted the computer-generated QRS onset and offset and provided qualitative 
signal analysis by rating each tracing as normal, equivocal or abnormal. More tracings 
were classified as abnormal by published quantitative criteria than by the physicians’ 
qualitative ratings. A greater proportion of tracings were deemed abnormal by either 
method at 80 Hz filtering than at 25 or 40 Hz. Large discrepancies in QRS offset were 
noted between computer and physician at 80 Hz filtering. After physician adjustment of 
QRS offset, the single parameter that best predicted VT induction was QRSd at 80 Hz > 
112 (sensitivity = 75%, specificity = 78%, diagnostic efficiency = 76%). No combination 
of quantitative parameters or qualitative ratings predicted VT induction better than QRSd 
at 80 Hz > 112. These data suggest that optimal risk stratification using a spectral filtered 
SAECG device is achieved by quantitative analysis of the SAECG at 80 Hz high-pass 
filtering. 
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Risk Stratification After Myocardial Infarction 
Survivors of acute myocardial infarction (MI) have an increased risk of dying in 
the first postinfarct year. Even in the thrombolytic era, when mortality from MI is lower 
than ever, over seven percent of postinfarction patients who are discharged from the 
hospital die within a year. 1 Death can occur suddenly, brought on by arrhythmia or 
reinfarction, or can be the result of progressive heart failure. The most common cause of 
death in the first year after hospital discharge is ventricular tachyarrhythmia, accounting 
for 30% to 50% of deaths. 1,3 
Not surprisingly, much attention has been paid to risk stratification after MI. Risk 
stratification involves assessing the three main factors influencing postinfarct prognosis: 
left ventricular function, residual ischemia and arrhythmogenic substrates. 4,5,6 
The American College of Cardiology/ American Heart Association Task Force 
has issued guidelines for the risk stratification of survivors of MI. Routine evaluation 
of arrhythmic potential is not recommended, both because of the low positive predictive 
value of the available tests, and because the appropriate therapy for patients with positive 
results is often uncertain. However, patients with frequent or complex ventricular ectopy 
on heart monitors, as well as patients with poor left ventricular function, are at increased 
risk and are often evaluated further. Tools that can be used to assess the potential for 
arrhythmia include electrophysiology studies (EPS), 24-hour ambulatory (Holter) 
monitoring, and the signal-averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG). 
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In EPS, physicians attempt to induce VT by intracardiac pacing. Inducible 
sustained monomorphic VT has been shown to predict spontaneous life-threatening 
arrhythmia in post-MI patients.2,8'10 In one study,10 86 survivors of infarct complicated 
by heart failure, angina or nonsustained VT underwent EPS. Of the 19 inducible patients, 
32% experienced significant arrhythmic events during follow-up (18 +/- 13 months), 
■y 
compared with only 7% of the noninducible patients. In a large Australian study, EPS 
was offered to all postinfarct patients with an uncomplicated hospital course. Of the 1209 
patients who underwent EPS, 75, or 6.2% were inducible. During the first postinfarct 
year, 19% of those with inducible VT experienced spontaneous VT or VF, compared 
with 2.9% of noninducible patients. These studies indicate that the positive predictive 
value of the EPS - the probability that an inducible patient will experience a spontaneous 
tachyarrhythmia - is somewhat higher when performed on postinfarct patients with heart 
failure or ventricular ectopy, than when used as a routine screening after MI. The 
negative predictive value is high in either situation, meaning that a noninducible patient 
has little chance of having a significant arrhythmic event during the next year. 
One method of improving the diagnostic efficiency of EPS is to perform studies 
only on patients with low ejection fractions. Subgroup analysis in the Australian study 
indicated that a sensitivity of 64% and specificity of 96% would have been achieved if 
only patients with a left ventricular ejection fraction < 40% had undergone EPS. 
Electrophysiologic testing, while a safe procedure, is nonetheless invasive and 
expensive. The 24 hour Hotter monitor is a noninvasive test that may be used to detect 
the presence of premature beats and runs of nonsustained VT. It has been observed that 
frequent or complex premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) are associated with an 
* 
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increased incidence of first-year postinfarct mortality. 1116 Ventricular ectopy on Holter 
monitoring has a positive predictive value of only 6-10%, considerably lower than 
EPS. The negative predictive value of Holter monitoring is 90-94%, comparable to EPS. 
The signal-averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG), also called high-resolution 
ECG, is a noninvasive way of detecting the presence of potential arrhythmogenic 
substrates in the postinfarct heart. Arrhythmogenic substrates are areas of viable 
myocardium interspersed with fibrotic tissue, located in the infarct border. Conduction 
through these areas is slow and inhomogenious, setting up the circumstances for 
unidirectional conduction block. Critically timed premature ventricular beats can trigger 
• ♦ 
re-entry, igniting VT and resulting in hemodynamic collapse. 
The SAECG may detect areas of slow conduction as high-frequency, low- 
amplitude signals. These signals are too small to appear on a standard ECG recording. 
The SAECG, by averaging many beats together and filtering the data, improves the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the tracing and thereby allows low amplitude signals to be seen. 
Low amplitude, high frequency signals are referred to as “late potentials.” 
Late potentials are fairly accurate predictors of spontaneous sustained VT in the 
first year after infarction. In a recent meta-analysis of eight studies, 4 73-100% of 
postinfarct patients who experienced spontaneous sustained VT had an abnormal 
SAECG, compared with 7-15% of those who did not experience an arrhythmia. In a 
prospective study of 1200 postinfarct patients enrolled in the Cardiac Arrhythmia 
Suppression Trial (CAST), an abnormal SAECG had a sensitivity of 48% and specificity 
of 90% for predicting arrhythmic death or nonfatal sustained VT.3 
• VT occurring within the first 48 hours following MI is thought to have a different etiology. 
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Unfortunately, the positive predictive value of the abnormal SAECG is low, 
ranging between 7 and 27%.3,4 One study found the positive predictive value of late 
potentials for predicting sudden cardiac death, symptomatic VT, or VF, to be 17% — 
o 
better than Holter monitoring (6%) but worse than EPS (30%). The negative predictive 
value in the above studies is very high, ranging between 96 and 99%. Thus, the SAECG 
is an excellent tool for identifying low risk patients but not as good at identifying high 
risk patients. 
There is evidence that the presence of late potentials predicts inducible VT during 
EPS. 91819 One group 18 performed serial EP studies and SAECGs on dogs who had 
undergone experimental anteroapical MI. Late potentials had a sensitivity of 100% and a 
specificity of 90% for predicting inducible sustained VT. The four dogs who developed 
late potentials after the third postinfarction day all developed inducible VT. A study of 
postinfarction patients 19 found late potentials to be fairly sensitive (88%) and somewhat 
specific (50%) in predicting inducible VT. 
Technical Aspects of the Signal-Averaged ECG 
The SAECG is recorded using an XYZ orthogonal lead system, most commonly 
the uncorrected bipolar XYZ lead system. A template beat is constructed by the 
computer. Each subsequent beat is compared with the template and included in the 
analysis only if it is sufficiently similar in form.* The noise level of the final SAECG is 
inversely proportional to the square root of the number of beats averaged.20,21 




Approximately 200 to 300 beats are required to achieve a noise level low enough to 
distinguish late potentials from random, extra-cardiac electrical signals. 
Signal-averaging devices employ bandpass filters that suppress signals outside a 
particular frequency range. Such filtering helps to eliminate excess noise, which is often 
of a different frequency than the cardiac signal of interest. The low-pass filter cutoff is 
usually fixed at 250 Hz. The most common high-pass setting is 40 Hz, but data may be 
filtered at other settings such as 25 Hz and 80 Hz. The optimal filter setting remains 
controversial and may vary among SAECG devices. 
Signal-averaged data can be analyzed according to time or frequency. Time- 
domain analysis (figure 1) was the first to be perfected and is used in most commercial 
SAECG devices. The data are displayed on a time versus amplitude plot, similar to a 
standard ECG but much magnified. The data from the x, y and z leads are combined into 
a vector magnitude, Vm, described by the equation: Vm = [X2 + Y2 + Z2]1/2. The plot of 
Vm is called the “filtered QRS complex.” Areas of slow conduction, known as late 
potentials, are seen as low amplitude, high frequency signals at the end of the filtered 
QRS complex. 
Time-domain analysis is not ideal for certain patient populations. Patients with 
pacemakers or bundle branch block have prolonged standard QRS complexes that may 
obscure late potentials. In addition, due to the fact that depolarization of the anterior 
ventricular wall occurs before that of the inferior wall, low-amplitude potentials 
emanating from the anterior wall may be “buried” within the QRS. 4,22 Therefore, the 
SAECGs of patients with anterior wall Mis are less likely than those of inferior wall MI 





inferior infarcts have a higher sensitivity, but lower specificity, than SAECGs done on 
patients with anterior infarcts. 
Frequency-domain analysis (figure 2) is newer and less commonly used. It 
involves fast Fourier transformation (FFT), a mathematical manipulation that separates a 
signal into its component sine waves. The presence of an abnormal, low-amplitude, high- 
frequency wave component suggests an arrhythmogenic substrate. This technique can be 
used with patients who have bundle branch block and may be more reliable than time- 
domain analysis for patients with anterior wall infarctions. However, frequency-domain 
analysis may be less reproducible than time-domain analysis. 
Other techniques for using electrocardiographic data to detect slow conduction 
include spatial-averaging, spectro-temporal mapping and wavelet analysis. 4 These 
methods have not yet entered the clinical arena. 
Determining the End of the ORS Complex 
Since time-domain analysis depends on detection of abnormal potentials in the 
terminal portion of the filtered QRS signal, accurate definition of the end of the QRS 
complex is crucial. Several different algorithms for determining QRS offset have been 
proposed. One approach is to place the QRS offset at the point where the signal 
amplitude diminishes to twice the baseline noise level, measured at a point 60 ms after 
the unfiltered offset.24,25 Another approach incorporates a more complex definition: the 
midpoint of a 5 ms segment in which the mean voltage is less than the mean noise level 
plus three times the standard deviation of the noise sample.20,26 
, •*[ • i ’ •' ’‘>n - 
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Regardless of which algorithm is used, visual inspection and adjustment of the 
computer-generated offset are prudent. A study by Deshmukh et al. highlights this 
point. Signal-averaged ECGs of 48 postinfarct patients, all of whom had experienced 
spontaneous, sustained VT, were recorded. The authors found that a substantial 
proportion of late potentials occurred far into in the ST segment and were missed by the 
computer. These were dubbed “late late potentials.” Optimal classification of tracings 
was achieved when these “late late potentials” were included in the calculation of Vm. 
The role of physicians in marking the end of the QRS complex is uncertain. In a 
study by Denniss et al,24 two physicians were instructed to place the QRS offset where 
the Vm amplitude fell below twice the noise level. The interobserver variability was low, 
which the authors interpreted as indicating that the physician-generated offsets were 
correctly determined. However, another study reported a poor correlation between 
computer-generated and physician-generated offsets. Neither study compared the 
prediction of VT by computer-generated parameters with physician-generated 
parameters. Thus, the issue remains unresolved. 
Defining the Late Potential - Parameters and Filter Settings 
The filtered QRS complex is usually characterized by one or more of the 
following three parameters, illustrated in figure 3: (1) the total filtered QRS duration 
(QRSd); (2) the duration of low amplitude signals (LAD), defined as the portion of the 
Vm terminus in which the signal amplitude is < 40 pV; and (3) the root mean square 
voltage of the terminal 40 ms of the Vm (V40). If low amplitude, high frequency signals 





V40. The normal values of each parameter depend in great part on which high-pass filter 
is used. Gomes et al. 30 filtered 87 SAECGs at seven different high-pass settings and 
found that as the filter setting increased from 10 to 100 Hz, the LAD tended to increase 
while the QRSd and V40 tended to decrease. This result was confirmed by Caref 31 who 
compared 11 high-pass filter settings. 
Deciding which filter setting(s) and parameter(s) to use in defining late potentials 
is an important task. Table 1 lists studies that have addressed this question and the range 
of “normal values” they have proposed. An early study by Simson, “ who first perfected 
time-domain SAECG analysis, used the 25 Hz high-pass filter setting to study patients 
with and without ventricular tachycardia. Of the three variables, the V40 had the highest 
sensitivity (92%) and an excellent specificity (93%) for predicting VT. The QRSd had a 
lower sensitivity (72%) but was completely specific (100%). The author suggested that 
one or both of these variables could be used to classify SAECGs. 
A much-cited study of SAECGs at several high-pass filter settings by Gomes et 
al. 30 found that the V40 had the highest sensitivity of the three variables at 40 Hz. 
Defining an abnormal SAECG as one with two abnormal variables did not change the 
sensitivity but increased the specificity. Requiring that an abnormal tracing have three 
abnormal variables produced the highest specificity but, not surprisingly, a lower 
sensitivity'. 
In the same study, the 25 Hz filter setting yielded the best specificity and 80 Hz 
the best sensitivity of all the filter settings. The 40 Hz setting was intermediate in both 
specificity and sensitivity. The authors proposed that 25, 40 and 80 Hz are the best filter 
settings to use when signal-averaging. 
■*r' ti V 
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El-Sherif et al. 3 performed a prospective study, using the three parameters at two 
filter settings (25, 40 Hz). The filtered QRSd at 40 Hz was the best predictor of 
spontaneous, sustained VT. No combination of variables or filter settings improved the 
positive predictive value. 
Although the issue of which high-pass filter setting is best remains unresolved, 
most commercially available SAECG devices, and the clinical studies using them, have 
employed 40 Hz as the standard filter. 
Spectral Filtered SAECG: a Little-Studied Technique 
The above-cited studies used Butterworth filters to analyze SAECG data . An 
alternative strategy, employed in the devices manufactured by Marquette Electronics, Inc. 
(MEI), is spectral filtering that uses a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to separate a complex 
signal into its different frequencies. Frequencies that are likely to represent noise - in 
this case, low frequencies- are removed. If the signal is destined for a time-domain 
analysis, an inverse FFT converts the data back to a time vs. amplitude plot. 
The Butterworth filter is a type of infinite impulse response (HR) filter, which 
may be better than the spectral filter at determining the end of the QRS complex because 
when used bidirectionally, it can filter without spreading the QRS complex, a 
phenomenon called “ringing.” 
Three studies have compared the characteristics of SAECGs filtered with spectral 
filters and Butterworth filters (table 2). Moreno et al. 34 collected SAECG data on normal 
• 1 C 
subjects. Yakubo et al. obtained SAECG data on three types of subjects: those without 
cardiac disease, those with cardiac disease but not inducible VT, and those with cardiac 
i 1 
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disease and inducible VT. Christenson et al. 36 studied patients having a history of MI 
with or without VT. All three studies eliminated intersubject variability by using both 
SAECG methods on each patient. The chief finding common to these studies is that the 
filtered QRS duration is approximately 10 ms longer with the spectral filter than with the 
Butterworth filter. Regardless of the type of filter used, the mean QRSd and LAD are 
longer, and the V40 smaller, in patients with VT than in those without VT. 
The first study to propose a clinical definition of late potentials for spectral- 
'JC 
filtered SAECGs was by Hammill et al. This multicenter study of patients who 
underwent EPS analyzed SAECGs generated using a spectral filter at a high-pass setting 
of 40 Hz. It found that the late potential criteria that best differentiated the two 
populations (with and without induced VT) were QRSd > 120 ms, LAD > 38 ms and V40 
< 20 pv. If only one abnormal variable was required to define a late potential, the 
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value 
(NPV) were 87%, 65%, 77% and 80%, respectively. If two or more variables had to be 
abnormal, the sensitivity and NPV decreased (73% and 70%), while the specificity and 
PPV increased (83% and 85%). 
Although the criteria proposed by Hammill et al. are commonly used for the 
evaluation of spectral-filtered SAECGs, that study did not address high-pass filter 
settings other than 40 Hz. The technical manual accompanying the MAC 15 High 
Resolution ECG cart presents potential criteria for 25, 40 and 80 Hz filter settings 
(table 3). It is conceivable that the sensitivity and specificity of the spectral-filtered 
SAECG might be improved by using criteria from more than one filter setting. 

11 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to critically analyze features of the spectral filtered, signal- 
averaged electrocardiogram, in order to address the following questions: 
1) How well do two skilled observers agree with the computer in identifying QRS onset 
and QRS offset? 
2) Is a skilled observer’s qualitative rating of SAECG tracings comparable or superior to 
quantitative SAECG parameters at predicting inducible VT? 
3) How accurately can the spectral-filtered SAECG predict induction of sustained VT at 
EPS? 
4) Can data from multiple high-pass filter settings be combined to improve the 




Part I: Analysis of the SAECG Signal 
The subjects were 113 patients who underwent signal-averaged ECG recording 
between 1992 and 1995. All subjects had a QRS duration less than 120 ms on their 
standard ECG. Each SAECG was recorded using the MAC 15 ECG cart (Marquette 
Electronics, Inc.) and stored on a floppy disk. 
Each subject was assigned a random three-digit number. The stored SAECG 
tracings were printed using the MAC 15 cart. Each printout consisted of six pages of 
data, two for each high-pass filter setting (25, 40 and 80 Hz). The computer-generated 
QRS duration (QRSd), low-amplitude signal duration (LAD), and terminal 40 ms root 
mean square voltage (V40) at each high-pass filter setting were recorded. For quantitative 
analysis, the criteria for abnormal tracings provided in the MAC 15 cart technical manual 
(table 3) were used. A tracing was considered abnormal if at least two parameters were 
abnormal. 
The tracings were prepared for qualitative review in the following manner: The 
six pages were photocopied, cut and pasted to yield three pages, one for each filter 
setting. Each of these three pages had the following information on it: three-digit patient 
identification number; filter setting; time/amplitude plot at 200 mm/sec paper speed; and 
time/amplitude plot at 400 mm/sec paper speed. Quantitative information normally 






Two cardiologists with advanced training in electrophysiology evaluated the 
tracings. Both were experienced in the interpretation of SAECG recordings using 
Butterworth filters. One observer (A) had considerable experience with the MAC 15 
cart, while the other (B) did not. Observers were presented with SAECG data from 
approximately twenty patients (sixty pages) at a time. The pages were arranged such that 
no two sheets from the same subject followed one another. 
Observers had two tasks: to mark the onset and offset of the QRS complex on the 
400 mm/sec tracing; and to characterize the QRS complex as normal (“0”), equivocal 
(“1”) or abnormal (“2”). When the tracings were returned to the investigator, the distance 
between computer-generated and observer-generated QRS onset and offset was measured 
to the nearest 2.5 milliseconds (1 box) and recorded. Discrepancies between the 
observers of greater than 5 milliseconds were reviewed by the investigator with both 
observers, and a consensus was reached. Data collected in this phase of the study were 
analyzed using t-tests and calculations of concordance. 
Part II: Correlation of SAECG Data with Susceptibility to VT 
The second part of the study involved 39 patients who had undergone both 
SAECG and EPS between 1995 and 1998. The recording of the SAECG and the 
performance of EPS occurred within 72 hours of each other in most cases. All subjects 
had a history of myocardial infarction and QRS duration < 120 ms on a standard ECG. 
Twenty of the subjects had inducible sustained VT at EPS, while 19 did not. Ventricular 
tachycardia was classified as sustained if one to three programmed electrical stimuli 
(PES) triggered monomorphic VT lasting at least 30 seconds or needing termination 
( * fir.' , >*. 
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because of hemodynamic compromise. Patients in whom one or two PES induced 
ventricular fibrillation (VF) were included in the inducible group. Patients with 
responses that fell short of these criteria were labeled as noninducible. 
As in part I, the subjects’ stored SAECGs were reprinted. The QRS onset and 
offset were visually inspected by Observer A and adjusted if necessary. The subjects 
were assigned code numbers for anonymity and the tracings were shuffled and presented 
to Observer A and Observer C (another electrophysiologist) for qualitative rating. The 
qualitative rating, QRSd, LAD and V40 for each subject at each filter setting were 
recorded. Characteristics of the inducible and noninducible groups were compared with 
t-tests. Calculations of sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic efficiency were made using 
various combinations of qualitative and quantitative SAECG parameters in an effort to 
determine which SAECG criteria best predicted induced VT. Sensitivity was defined as 
the percentage of patients with inducible VT at EPS who had an abnormal SAECG, while 
specificity was the percentage of patients without induced VT who had a normal SAECG. 
Diagnostic efficiency was defined by the equation: D.E. = 100[x + y]/n, where x = the 
number of patients with inducible VT and an abnormal SAECG, y = the number of 
patients without inducible VT and with a normal SAECG, and n= the total number of 
patients in this phase of the study. 




Figure 4 shows the percentage of tracings having zero, one, two or three abnormal 
quantitative parameters at each filter setting. The proportion of tracings having at least 
two abnormal variables, and hence classified as abnormal, was 19% at 25 Hz, 31% at 40 
Hz and 52% at 80 Hz. A sizable number of tracings had “humps” or “shoulders,” that is, 
low-amplitude, low-frequency signals, at the end of the filtered QRS complex (figure 5). 
Table 4 shows the concordance between the qualitative ratings of Observer A and 
Observer B. The concordance at 25, 40 and 80 Hz was 70%, 71% and 56%, respectively. 
Most instances of discordance were a difference of one degree, i.e. minor discordance. 
There were seven cases (one at 25 Hz, two at 40 Hz and four at 80 Hz) of major 
discordance in which one observer rated a tracing as 2 (abnormal) while the other rated it 
as 0 (normal). 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of qualitative ratings of observers A (upper panel) 
and B (lower panel). The observers classified seven percent (observer A) and four 
percent (observer B) of the 25 Hz filtered tracings as abnormal. They classified 31% 
(observer A) and 44% (observer B) of the tracings filtered at 80 Hz as abnormal. By both 
quantitative and qualitative analysis, the proportion of abnormal SAECG tracings 
increased as the high-pass filter setting increased. 
Figure 7 shows the discrepancies between computer-generated QRS onset and 
offsets and those of the observers. Most discrepancies were less than 5 ms. Sixteen 
tracings had discrepancies of more than 30 ms; three quarters of these were recorded at 





Table 5 shows the characteristics of the 39 subjects studied at EPS. The groups 
were not significantly different in age and gender. About 40% of the patients in each 
group had sustained an anterior wall MI, while the other 60% had suffered an inferior 
wall MI. Over half of the infarctions occurred more than six months before the SAECG 
and EPS were done. The shortest amount of time between acute MI and SAECG 
recording was three days. Approximately half the subjects in each group had an ejection 
fraction < 40%. 
Table 6 shows the mean values of each SAECG parameter in the two groups. 
Most variables were not significantly different between the inducible and noninducible 
groups. The exceptions were QRSd at 80 Hz (p=0.004) and V40 at 80 Hz (p=0.05). 
These differences were in the expected directions; the QRSd was longer and the V40 
smaller in patients in whom VT was inducible. 
The concordance of qualitative ratings by observers A and C is shown in table 4. 
As the concordance was quite low (64%, 46% and 31% at the 25, 40 and 80 Hz filter 
settings), observer A’s qualitative ratings were used for the remainder of part II. Table 7 
shows this observer’s qualitative scores for the two groups. The mean scores were 
significantly higher in the VT inducible group, both in tracings recorded at 80 Hz 
(p=0.03), and when the qualitative scores of the three filter settings were summed 
(p=0.04). 
In an effort to identify the optimal quantitative SAECG parameter(s), the 
sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic efficiency of SAECG prediction of VT induction 
i; j j C -• • i ' c. '• -S- 
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were calculated utilizing various “normal” cutoffs. Two sets of cutoffs are presented in 
table 8. The first set was calculated using the MEI criteria. In most cases, the MEI 
criteria did not distinguish well between inducible and noninducible patients. The most 
effective variable was QRSd at 40 Hz > 120, with a sensitivity of 60%, specificity of 
68%, and diagnostic efficiency of 64%. The second set of criteria (the “new” criteria) 
represents cutoffs which retrospectively yielded the best diagnostic efficiency. The 
single variable which produced the best sensitivity and specificity was QRSd at 80 Hz > 
112; this value dramatically improved the specificity over the MEI criterium of QRSd at 
80 Hz > 107, from 44% to 78%, while preserving the sensitivity of 75%. The diagnostic 
efficiency of QRSd at 80 Hz > 112 was 76%. 
Table 9 presents the sensitivity and specificity of various combinations of 
variables when the MEI criteria and new criteria were used. The first table entry 
combined all eight variables into a score from 0 (no abnormal variables) to 8 (all 
variables are abnormal). The cutoff with the optimal sensitivity and specificity was a 
score >3 (sens. = 85%, spec. = 50%, D.E. = 68%). Combining QRSd at 80 Hz with V40 
at 80 Hz (total score = 0-2) and defining as abnormal a score = 2, yielded sensitivity of 
60%, specificity of 89% and diagnostic efficiency of 74% . 
The predictive accuracy of Observer A’s qualitative scores is shown in table 10. 
Summing the scores at all three filter settings (total score = 0 to 6) and defining a score of 
> 2 as abnormal, the sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic efficiency are 60%, 68%, and 
64%, respectively. 
'J t . is 
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Discussion 
The signal-averaged ECG has been the subject of numerous studies addressing the 
prediction of spontaneous or induced ventricular arrhythmias after acute MI. Most of 
these studies have used Butterworth filters to analyze the SAECG data. A handful of 
studies 25,34-36 have utilized SAECGs analyzed with spectral filters employing a fast 
Fourier transform to facilitate the removal of signals of unwanted frequencies. Most of 
these 34-36 have sought to compare the effects of spectral and Butterworth filters on three 
parameters commonly used to define late potentials. One study 25 looked at whether 
parameters could be combined to increase the predictive value of signal-averaging, but 
only the 40 Hz high-pass filter setting was studied. The present study sought to 
maximize the diagnostic efficiency of the spectral-filtered SAECG by combining 
variables from different filter settings, as well as by considering physicians’ qualitative 
analysis of the tracings. 
Part I of the study demonstrated the poor concordance of the observers’ 
qualitative ratings, especially at the 80 Hz filter setting. Furthermore, a large proportion 
of tracings at each high-pass filter setting were labeled “equivocal,” even by the more 
experienced observer. The physicians’ difficulty in characterizing tracings as normal or 
abnormal was partly due to the frequent occurrence of “humps” and “shoulders” at the 
end of the QRS complex (figure 5). These smooth deflections were usually low 
amplitude but not high frequency, perhaps reflecting an effect of the Fourier 
transformation used to remove portions of the signals. Qualitative analysis of SAECG 
tracings with such “humps” and “shoulders” proved difficult. Another reason for the 
difficulty in visual analysis was that 80 Hz tracings tend to have an overall amplitude 
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lower than those recorded at 25 and 40 Hz. Even normal QRS complexes at 80 Hz do not 
end as neatly as those at other filter settings (figure 8), creating the impression that late 
potentials may be present. 
More tracings were classified as abnormal by the MEI criteria than by the 
physician observer’s qualitative ratings. In fact, over half of the 80 Hz tracings were 
abnormal by MEI criteria. Many of these were probably false positives, since it is 
unlikely that VT would have been inducible in over half of the subjects if they had 
undergone EPS. The particularly large number of abnormals at 80 Hz suggests that the 
MEI criteria at 80 Hz are not optimal. 
Part I of the study also demonstrated the potential importance of physician 
overreading of the QRS offset, especially when tracings are filtered at 80 Hz. On a small 
proportion of 80 Hz tracings, the computer drew the QRS offset far into the ST segment 
(figure 9), while the physician observers identified the offset as being much earlier. Of 
the subjects in part II, only two - one with induced VT, one without - had large offset 
discrepancies. Thus, whether or not these are real late potentials - the so-called “late late 
potentials” of Deshmukh et al. 28 - or just excess noise in the ST segment cannot be 
determined without larger samples of patients with electrophysiologic or clinical data. 
Future studies could address this issue. 
Despite concerns raised in part I of the study that data recorded at 80 Hz might 
give spurious results, quantitative analyses in patients who underwent EPS suggested 
otherwise. The mean QRSd, LAD and V40 values of SAECG tracings recorded at 25 and 
40 Hz were not significantly different in patients in whom VT was inducible. The QRSd 
at 80 Hz was significantly longer in patients with induced VT, however, suggesting that it 




might best identify those at risk. There was no combination of variables that yielded a 
diagnostic efficiency as high as the single variable QRSd at 80 Hz > 112. The sensitivity 
(75%) and specificity (78%) of this criterium are comparable to those in the study by 
Hammill et al. 
The observer’s qualitative scores were fair at predicting inducibility. The best 
sensitivity and specificity combination occurred when all three filter settings were used to 
create a total score between zero and six, and a score of > 2 was considered abnormal. 
There was no combination of qualitative scores, however, that produced sensitivity and 
specificity greater than that achieved using QRSd at 80 > 112. 
The modest size of the present study, combined with the fact that SAECG devices 
using spectral filters have become common, make further inquiry into the spectral filtered 
SAECG’s role in predicting VT necessary. An appropriate further study could employ 
the new criteria with a larger group of patients who underwent EPS and SAECG 
recording with a MAC cart. In addition, a prospective study using the spectral filtered 
SAECG to predict spontaneous VT or sudden cardiac death after MI would allow 
calculations of positive and negative predictive value to be made, clarifying the meaning 
of a normal or abnormal SAECG tracing. 
In summary, this thesis has endeavored to answer the following four questions 
regarding signal-averaged ECGs: 1) How well do two skilled observers agree with the 
computer in identifying QRS onset and QRS offset? They agree fairly well, except for a 
subset of tracings filtered at 80 Hz in which the computer places the QRS offset far into 
the ST segment. 2) Is a skilled observer’s qualitative rating of SAECG tracings 
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comparable or superior to computer-generated SAECG parameters at predicting 
inducible VT? While qualitative ratings are somewhat predictive of VT induction, they 
are inferior to quantitative parameters. 3) How accurately can the spectral-fdtered 
SAECG predict the induction of sustained VT at EPS? Data from the spectral-filtered 
SAECG are highly predictive of VT inducibility at EPS. The best predictor is the filtered 
QRSd duration at 80 Hz, which has a diagnostic efficiency of 76%. Further studies are 
needed to prospectively verify this finding. 4) Can data from multiple high-pass filter 
settings be combined to improve the predictive accuracy of the SAECG? Combining data 
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Table 1: Criteria for normal QRS complex parameters in different 
published studies 
Year Author Filter type Setting QRSd LAD V40 
(ms) (ms) (pV) 
1981 Simson Butterworth 25 Hz <120 >25 
1987 Gomes Butterworth 40 Hz <114 <38 >20 
1995 El-Sherif Butterworth 40 Hz <120 
1992 Hammill spectral 40 Hz <120 <38 >20 





Average Values of SAECG Parameters 
QRSd LAD LAD V40 
Butter. Spectral Butter. Spectral 




1 normal 108 92 30 32 45 32 
2 normal 109 92 33 24 49 71 
2 CAD, no VT 113 98 29 26 41 62 
3 MI, no VT 101 90 22 23 53 58 
4 MI, no VT 114 - 31 - 38 - 
2 CAD, +VT 131 120 48 48 14 11 
3 MI, +VT 131 121 50 48 17 19 
4 MI, +VT 132 - 47 - 18 - 
References: 1 = Moreno, 1994; 2 = Yakubo, 1992; 3 = Christenson, 1990; 4 = Hammill, 1992. CAD = 




Table 3: SAECG parameters: 
normal values published by 
Marquette Electronics, Inc. (MEI) 
26 
Variable 25 Hz 40 Hz 80 Hz 
QRSd <120 <120 <107 
LAD <32 <39 none 
V40 >25 >20 >17 
Source: Marquette Electronics; The V40 is 
not routinely presented at 80 Hz because 
not infrequently, the Vm fails to reach 40 pV. 









(Hz) (%) (%) (%) 
I 25 70 29 1 
I? 40 71 27 2 
It 80 56 40 4 
11 25 64 33 3 
If 40 46 51 3 
ft 80 31 56 13 
* Scoring system: 0=normal, l=equivocal, 2=abnormal. Minor discor¬ 
dance = score difference of 1; major discordance =score difference of 2. 
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Table 5: Characteristics of patients studied at EPS 
VT No VT 
Age (yrs) 63.6 ± 12.0 68.9 ±9.2 
Female (%) 25 16 
MI location 
Anterior (%) 40 42 
Inferior (%) 60 58 
Time since MI* 
< 1 mo.(%) 25 39 
1-6 mo. (%) 15 11 
> 6 mo. (%) 60 50 
Ejection Frac. 
< 20% 5 0 
20-40% 40 58 
> 40% 55 42 
* Time between last MI and recording of SAECG. 
Table 6: SAECG data for patients studied at EPS 
Variable VT No VT P 
25 Hz 
QRSd (ms) 141.2 134.4 0.85 
LAD (ms) 32.2 28.6 0.35 
V40 (pV) 35.4 44.7 0.13 
40 Hz 
QRSd (ms) 123.5 111.2 0.07 
LAD (ms) 38.8 31.3 0.06 
V40 (pV) 26.3 35.8 0.13 
80 Hz 
QRSd (ms) 120.2 104.6 0.004 
V40 (pV) 10.6 19.9 0.05 
• r. h.ij 
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Table 7: Mean qualitative SAECG scores of 
patients studied at EPS 
Filter VT No VT P 
25 Hz 0.40 0.30 0.30 
40 Hz 0.75 0.37 0.12 
80 Hz 0.95 0.42 0.03 
total 2.10 1.00 0.04 
Scores: 0 = normal, 1 = equivocal, 2 = abnormal. Total = 
sum of qualitative scores from all 3 filter settings (maximum 
possible score =6 ). 
Table 8: Sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic efficiency of SAECG for VT induction 
using single quantitative parameters 
Variable 
MEI MEI* New New criteria 
Criteria Sens. Spec. Diag. Eff. Criteria Sens. Spec. Diag. Eff. 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
QRSd-25 >120 90 21 57 >135 70 47 59 
LAD-25 >32 45 68 56 >27 65 47 56 
V40-25 <25 30 84 56 <43 65 53 59 
QRSd-40 >120 60 68 64 >119 70 68 69 
LAD-40 >39 40 68 54 >33 70 58 64 
V40-40 <20 45 68 56 <29 65 53 59 
QRSd-80 >107 80 44 63 >112 75 78 76 
V40-80 <17 85 33 61 <10 65 61 63 
*MEI = Marquette Electronics, Inc., Technical Manual for High Resolution Electrocardiography. 
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Table 9: Sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic efficiency of SAECG for VT 











(%) (%) (%) 
all eight 0-8 >3 85 50 68 
QRSd-40 & 
QRSd-80 
0-2 >2 65 78 71 
QRSd-80 & 
V40-80 
0-2 >2 60 89 74 
all 3 at 40 Hz 0-3 >1 85 47 67 
all 3 at 40 Hz 0-3 >2 65 58 62 
Table 10: Diagnostic efficiency of SAECG for VT induction using 











(Hz) (%) (%) 
25 0-2 >1 54 54 
40 0-2 >1 64 61 
80 0-2 >1 59 62 
25,40 0-4 >1 59 
It It >2 65 
25,40,80 0-6 >2 64 
If II >3 68 
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Figure 1: Signal-averaged ECGs in the time domain, a, normal; b, abnormal. 
Figure 2; Abnormal signal-averaged ECG in the frequency domain (from Martinez-Rubio, 1995) 
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Figure 3: Time-domain SAECG plot demonstrating derivation of the three commonly analyzed 
parameters. QRSd = total QRS duration, LAD = low amplitude duration, V40 = root mean 
square voltage of the terminal 40 ms of QRS (from Martinez-Rubio, 1995). 
Figure 4: Distribution of quantitative SAECG parameters at three high-pass filter settings, 
fracings with 2 or 3 abnormal parameters (darkly shaded slices) are classified as abnormal. The 
proportion of abnormal tracings increases as the filter setting increases. 
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Figure 5: Examples of a “hump” (a) and a “shoulder” (b) at the end of the filtered QRS complex. 
These low amplitude shapes are often present at the end of spectral-filtered QRS complexes that 




Figure 6: Distribution of qualitative SAECG scores at three high-pass filter settings. As with 
quantitative parameters (figure 4), the proportion of abnormal tracings (darkly shaded slices) 





























Figure 7: Discrepancies between physicians’ and computer’s determinations of QRS onset (upper 
panel) and offset (lower panel). 
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Figure 8: Example of a normal SAECG tracing recorded at the 80 Hz high-pass filter setting. 
Despite the qualitative impression that there are high frequency, low amplitude signals at the end 
of the filtered QRS complex, the tracing is normal by quantitative parameters. The patient did not 
have induced VT at EPS. 
Figure 9: Example of a tracing recorded at 80 Hz high-pass filter setting in which the computer 
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